
                                                     
 
 

 

 
 

September 17, 2012 

India Strategy 
Adding to Cyclicals as Market 
Heads for Life High in 2013 
 

Quick Comment – Cyclicals look cheap relative to 
defensives: We have already pointed out in our August 
13 note Cyclicals Approaching Ultra Cheap Territory 
that cyclicals look ultra cheap relative to defensives 
(Exhibit 1). The decisive policy action at home (reduction 
in subsidies and opening up of FDI) and, more crucially, 
concerted action by European and US central banks 
have reduced India’s tail risk linked to poor macro 
stability (twin deficit). Our preference for quality cyclicals 
is already expressed in our Focus List. We now put 
money to work on cyclicals in our sector model portfolio 
(Exhibit 2). Accordingly, we go underweight consumer 
staples and raise energy and materials to overweight, as 
well as taking industrials to neutral. We are also 
trimming technology by 100 bps. Consequently, our 
average sector position has expanded, and we see this 
as our emerging strategy, as the average correlations of 
stocks to the market appear to be falling and no longer 
merits extreme focus on stock picking. 

25% upside to Sensex to Dec-13: We are expecting 
Sensex earnings growth at 10% and 19% in F2013 and 
F2014. Significantly, broad market earnings may have 
troughed or could trough in the current quarter. We have 
seen M1 growth put in a firm base in and revenue growth 
should slowly accelerate in the coming months. Margins 
could rise in the coming months with a favorable base 
effect driven by the relative movement in the current and 
fiscal deficit. Interest rates are already down YoY, and 
that should stem the steep rise witnessed in interest 
costs in the previous 12 months. The risk to earnings is 
that the investment rate collapses, although recent 
signals suggest that the public sector is starting to spend 
money. We roll our market target to Dec-13. Our target 
of 23,069 implies that the market will be trading at 14.9x 
our F2014e Sensex earnings in Dec-13 (Exhibit 5).   

New bull market? Conditions for a new bull market are 
getting slowly satisfied. The yield curve has stopped 
flattening, liquidity is improving, valuations appear 

 

Exhibit 1 
Relative Cyclical Valuations at Multi Year 
Lows 
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Source: FactSet, MSCI, Morgan Stanley Research 
 
Exhibit 1 
Changes in Sector Model Portfolio 
Sector Weight Changes Old Weight New Weight Change
Consumer Discretionary 300 300 0
Consumer Staples 0 (300) (300)
Energy 0 100 100
Financials 0 0 0
Health Care (100) (100) 0
Industrials (100) 0 100
Information Technology 200 100 (100)
Materials (100) 100 200
Telecommunication Services (200) (200) 0
Utilities 0 0 0

 

 

Source: MSCI, Morgan Stanley Research 
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supportive and profit margin expansion is a growing possibility 
in the coming months. The market is likely to form a new base 
with positive developments on domestic policy. Key risks are 
that commodity prices rise quickly, bringing inflation pressures 
to the fore, and/or global risk appetite wanes as global policy 
makers slip into another cycle of complacency. Mid-term polls 
are also a possibility, but we do not necessarily see that as a 
downside risk to equities. 

Exhibit 2 
Sector Model Portfolio 

Consumer Disc. 7.9 10.9 300

Consumer Staples 9.8 6.8 -300

Energy 12.7 13.7 100

Financials 28.5 28.5 0

Healthcare 5.4 4.4 -100

Industrials 5.2 5.2 0

Technology 16.1 17.1 100

Materials 8.3 9.3 100
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Source: MSCI, FactSet, Morgan Stanley Research 
 
Exhibit 3 
Focus List 

Maruti Suzuki Consumer Disc MSIL IN OW 1,261 6.3 21.9
Cox & Kings Consumer Disc COXK IN OW 133 0.3 1.1
Tata Motors A Consumer Disc TTMT/A IN EW 158 1.4 8.5
ZEE Enter. Consumer Disc Z IN OW 170 3.0 6.0
Jubilant Foodworks Consumer Staples JUBI IN OW 1,234 1.4 11.7
Coal India Energy COAL IN OW 382 43.0 11.4
HDFC Financials HDFC IN OW 770 19.8 40.1
ICICI Bank Financials ICICIBC IN EW 1,006 19.8 64.7
Oberoi Realty Financials OBER IN OW 231 1.4 0.3
Dr. Reddy's Healthcare DRRD IN OW 1,746 5.4 9.6
IRB Infra Industrials IRB IN OW 126 0.7 6.9
Jain Irrigation Industrials JI IN EW 61 0.4 6.6
ACC Materials ACC IN OW 1,386 4.5 8.5
Tata Steel Materials TATA IN OW 404 6.7 33.0
Infosys Technology INFO IN OW 2,633 26.2 46.9
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Source: FactSet, Morgan Stanley Research, Morgan Stanley Estimates 
 

Exhibit 4 
BSE Sensex: 2013 Scenarios 
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